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no statement that faith is a bridge, but rather the statement that Jesus Christ

is the Bridge, it shows the sort of superficial criticism wh±hpeoearpt

tQfalL-into- into which people are apt to fall if they are simply looking

for excuses to oppose something. -

God does not want us to spend all our time trying to ik pick little flaws

in everything that x is done. He wants us to spend our.time finding means of
booklet

presenting Christian truth. and advancing it. That this/k presents Christian

truth, advances it, urges people, to turn to the tf Lord, and to follow Him.

It does exactly what does ' ? fl this regard?,? plainly recoginzes
which

recognizes at point after point that there is nothing/we can do apart from

Christ; that it is as Christ works in us that we can make irxxxxx1 progress

It is by putting our faith in Him, taking Him as the Captain of our salvation,

looking to Him in everything, that we go ahead. This is the very heart of

Calvinism.

The sort of. criticism that can find El flaws fm

from a viewpoint of Calvinism in this pamphlet could find ±xw flaws

flaws in just AM about any every sermon that was ever given, in any

Sunday School lesson that was ever written, even in the Bible "itself. In almost
many

any part of the Bible we find/statements that would come under condemnation

from this viewpoint. Actually, the Wesbnnstér Confession and Catechisms are
certain

a summary of/great and vital ti-uths of the Bible; but it is the Bible that is

the basic authority. If we put anything else in the position of being the

basic authority we are in a dangerous situation.

Even worse than that, to take something else as the Exclusive authority

can easily put us outside Christian ground altogether. The Bible is the final

and basic authority. We must use every means we can to advance all the

different facets of these Bible truths. These booklets do not claim to be

presentationof systematic theology, but to take certain sEtx vital aspects of

Christian truth and present them.. This they do in ay opinion in
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